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1. Introduction 

 +++FORTHCOMING+++ 

2. Relative Clauses Revisited 

 Recall that a relative clause is a clause headed by a relative pronoun,1 which behaves as a post-

fix adjective, and which can be restrictive or non-restrictive, as in the following phrases.2 

1. the woman-who-is-standing restrictive 

2. the woman –– who is standing non-restrictive 

As noted earlier,3 the distinction is a matter of scope, as certified by the following derivations.4 

the woman who is standing 

λx0Wx λx0Sx 

P�P! λx0(Wx & Sx) 

λx0 [(Wx & Sx)!x] 
 

the woman who is standing 

P�P! λx0Wx 

λx0W!x λx0Sx 

λx0 (W!x & Sx) 
 

According to the first parsing, ‘woman who is standing’ forms a constituent, but not according to 

the second parsing, which contains a distinct logical/phonetic break between ‘woman’ and ‘who’.  

Semantically speaking, in the first reading, we have a person who is the only woman-who-is-

standing, whereas in the second reading, we have a person who is the only woman, and who 

additionally is standing. 

 The restrictive/nonrestrictive distinction also applies to the following pairs. 

3. there is a dog in the yard that is barking restrictive 

there is a dog in the yard, which is barking non-restrictive 

4. there are dogs in the yard that are barking restrictive 

there are dogs in the yard, which are barking non-restrictive 

5. there is exactly one dog in the yard that is barking restrictive 

there is exactly one dog in the yard, which is barking non-restrictive 

6. there is exactly one woman-who-is-standing restrictive 

there is exactly one woman –– who is standing non-restrictive 

Concerning the final pair, in the first case, there may be many women in the relevant situation, but 

only one of them is standing.  In the second case, there is exactly one woman in the situation, and she 

(the one woman) is standing.  These can be semantically analyzed as follows. 

there +1 is exactly-one woman who is standing 

∅ λx.x1 λx1.x0 λP0�xPx W0 

λx.x0 �xWx 

�{ x0 | Wx } λx0Sx 

�{ Sx | Wx } 

∃!x{Wx & Sx} 
  

                                                 
1
 For current purposes, the relevant relative pronouns include ‘who’, ‘which’, and ‘that’, the latter being syntactically 

somewhat deficient.  Other wh-words include ‘what’, ‘where’, ‘when’, ‘why’, ‘how’ ("whow"), and ‘whether’. 
2
 Whereas ‘who’ serves both as a restrictive and as a non-restrictive relative pronoun, standard English grammar 

prescribes that ‘which’ is non-restrictive, and ‘that’ is restrictive, although many writers use ‘which’ for both.  

Using ‘that’ for restrictive is highly non-standard. 
3
 Chapter 12 [Definite Descriptions]. 

4
 See Appendix for definitions and equivalences pertaining to the !-operator. 
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there +1 is exactly-one woman [in the domain] who is standing 

∅ λx.x1 λx1.x0 λP0�xPx W0 

λx.x0 �xWx 

�{ x0 | Wx } λx0∃y[x=y] 

�{ ∃y[x=y] | Wx } 

∃!x{Wx & ∃y[x=y]} 

∃!xWx  λx0Sx 

? 

In the first example, ‘who is standing’ serves as the coda.  In the second example, ‘in the domain’ 

serves as the coda, and ‘who is standing’ is extra-posed, and as a result appears to be stranded, 

leaving the derivation incomplete.   

 To solve this problem, we enlarge our semantic machinery.  In particular, just as we propose 

that C-phrases have dual-content, formalized by the following equivalence.   

λν0Φ   � ΣνΦ 

we also propose that existential-claims have dual-content, formalized by following equivalence.5 

∃νΦ   � ΣνΦ 

which equates an existential-claim with the collection of all its witnesses.6  

 With this new transformation, we can complete the above derivation as follows. 

there is exactly one woman [in the domain] who is standing 

∃!xWx 

∃xW!x 

λx0W!x λx0Sx 

λx0{W!x & Sx} 

Σx{W!x & Sx} 

∃x{W!x & Sx} 

∃x : x is the only woman and x is standing 

 By contrast, the following derivation does not complete. 

there is no woman [in the domain] who is standing 

~∃xWx λx0Sx 

? 

Note that this reads ‘who’ as non-restrictive.  The restrictive reading works out fine. 

there +1 is no woman who is standing 

∅ λx.x1 λx1.x0 

λx.x0 ○xWx 

○{ x0 | Wx } λx0Sx 

○{ Sx | Wx } 

~∃x{Wx & Sx} 

                                                 
5
 Notice that these two equivalences yield a third equivalence [λν0Φ // ∃νΦ], so duality becomes "triality". 

6
 A witness to an existential ∃xFx is any entity that is F.  The equivalence is consonant with the observation that a 

phrase such as ‘sharks’ can occasionally mean ‘there are sharks’, and similarly an early-childhood phrase such as 

‘doggie barking’ can occasionally mean ‘there is a dog that is barking’. 
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3. More Examples Involving Non-Restrictive Pronouns 

 Next, consider the following example. 

7. every man owns exactly one dog, which is barking 

This has two readings, depending on which QP is assigned wide-scope.   

‘every man’ wide 

every man +1 owns exactly one dog +2 , which is barking 

λy2λx1Oxy �{ y2 | Dy } 

λx1 �{Oxy | Dy} 

λx1 ∃!y{Dy & Oxy} 

λx1 ∃y{ [Dy & Oxy]!y} 

λx1 Σ{ y | [Dy & Oxy]!y } 

λx1 λy0 { [Dy & Oxy]!y } λy0By 

�{ x1 | Mx } 

λx1 λy0 { [Dy & Oxy]!y & By } 

λx1 ∃y { [Dy & Oxy]!y & By } 

�{ ∃y { [Dy & Oxy]!y & By } | Mx } 

∀x{ Mx → ∃y{ [Dy & Oxy]!y  & Bx } 

∀ man(x) , ∃y : y is the only dog that x owns, and y is barking 

‘exactly one dog’ wide 

every man +1 owns exactly one dog +2 , which is barking 

λy2λx1Oxy �{ y2 | Dy } 

�{ x1 | Mx } �{ λx1Oxy | Dy } 

�{ �{ Oxy | Mx } | Dy } 

∃!y{ Dy & ∀x{Mx → Oxy}} 

∃y{ [Dy & ∀x{Mx → Oxy}]!y } 

λy0{ [Dy & ∀x{Mx → Oxy}]!y } λy0By 

λy0{ [Dy & ∀x{Mx → Oxy}]!y & By } 

∃y{ [Dy & ∀x{Mx → Oxy}]!y & By } 

∃y : y is the only dog that every man owns, and y is barking 

Also notice that the following derivations do not complete. 

8. every man owns every dog, which is barking 

every man +1 owns every dog , which is barking 

�{ x1 | Mx } λx1 ∀y{Dy → Oxy} 

∀x{ Mx → ∀y(Dy → Oxy) } λy0By 

� 

9. every man owns no dog, which is barking 

every man +1 owns no dog , which is barking 

�{ x1 | Mx } λx1 ~∃y{Dy & Oxy} 

∀x{ Mx → ~∃y(Dy & Oxy) } λy0By 

� 
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4. Problematic Binding 

 Often a non-restrictive relative pronoun can be replaced by a personal pronoun, and the 

resulting expression is equivalent.7  

10. there is a dog in the yard , which is barking 

there is a dog in the yard ; it is barking 

The first one is analyzed as follows. 

there is a dog in the yard , which is barking 

λx.x0 ΣxDx 

Σ{ x0 | Dx } λx0Yx 

Σ{ Yx | Dx } 

∃x{Dx & Yx} 

λx0{Dx & Yx} λx0Bx 

λx0{Dx & Yx & Bx } 

∃x{Dx & Yx & Bx } 

there is a dog in the yard that is barking8
 

 Concerning the second one, it's easy to show that ‘it’ is not duplicative or reflexive, so it must 

be bound by an NP, in this case ‘a dog’, as in the following derivation. 

there is a dog –1 in the yard ; (–1) it is barking 

λx.x0 ΣxDx λx.x-1 

Σ{ x0 × x-1 | Dx } λx0Yx 

Σ{ Yx × x-1 | Dx } λx-1 Bx 

Σ{ Yx × Bx | Dx } 

Σ{ Yx & Bx | Dx } 

∃x { Dx & Yx & Bx } 

there is a dog in the yard that is barking 

 Thus, standard pronoun-binding yields the proper reading for this sentence.  But what if we 

change the example to its plural-counterpart? 

11. there are dogs in the yard ; they are barking 

there are dogs –1 in the yard ; (–1) they are barking 

λx.x0 ΣxDx λx.x-1 

Σ{ x0 × x-1 | Dx } λx0Yx 

Σ{ Yx × x-1 | Dx } λx-1 Bx 

Σ{ Yx × Bx | Dx } 

Σ{ Yx & Bx | Dx } 

∃x { Dx & Yx & Bx } 

there are dogs in the yard that are barking 

! wrong reading ! 

And what about the following?  

                                                 
7
 Granting that ‘it’ is not demonstrative. 

8
 Interestingly, the restrictive reading of the relative pronoun is equivalent to the non-restrictive reading. 
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12. there is exactly one dog in the yard ; it is barking 

there is exactly one dog –1 in the yard ; (–1) it is barking 

λx.x0 �xDx λx.x-1 

�{ x0 × x-1 | Dx } λx0Yx 

�{ Yx × x-1 | Dx } λx-1 Bx 

�{ Yx × Bx | Dx } 

�{ Yx & Bx | Dx } 

∃!x { Dx & & Yx & Bx } 

there is exactly one dog in the yard that is barking 

! wrong reading ! 

And what about the following? 

13. only dogs are in the yard ; they are barking 

only dogs +1 –1 are in the yard ; (–1) they are barking 

λP0 : P0 ∧ { Q0 | Q⊥P } D0 

D0 ∧ { Q0 | Q⊥D } 

ΣxDx ∧ ○{ ΣxQx | Q⊥D } λx{x1 × x-1} 

Σ{ x1×x-1 | Dx } ∧ ○{ Σ{x1×x-1|Qx } | Q⊥D } λx1Yx 

Σ{ Yx × x-1 | Dx } ∧ ○{ Σ{ Yx × x-1 | Qx } | Q⊥D } λx-1 Bx 

Σ{ Yx × Bx | Dx } ∧ ○{ Σ{ Yx1 × Bx | Qx } | Q⊥D } 

Σ{ Yx & Bx | Dx } ∧ ○{ Σ{ Yx1 & Bx | Qx } | Q⊥D } 

∃x{ Dx & Yx & Bx } & ~∃x{~Dx & Yx & Bx} 

∃x : x are dogs and x are in the yard and x are barking 

[i.e., some dogs in the yard are barking] 

and 

~∃x : x is not a dog and x is in the yard and x is barking 

[i.e., every barking thing in the yard is a dog] 

[should be:  every barking thing in the yard is a dog] 

! wrong reading ! 

 Furthermore, the following sentence should have no reading according to which ‘it’ is 

anaphoric.9  Yet the standard account of pronoun-binding produces the following reading. 

14. there is no dog in the yard ; it is barking 

there is no dog –1 in the yard ; (–1) it is barking 

λx.x0 xDx λx.x-1 

{ x0 × x-1 | Dx } λx0Yx 

{ Yx × x-1 | Dx } λx-1 Bx 

{ Yx × Bx | Dx } 

{ Yx & Bx | Dx } 

~∃x { Dx & Yx & Bx } 

there is no dog in the yard that is barking 

! wrong reading ! 

                                                 
9
 As usual, the demonstrative reading is available. 
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5. Revised Account of Pronoun Binding 

 The above counter-examples present a serious challenge for any account of pronouns.  In 

response, we must revise our account of pronoun-binding, to accomplish the following tasks.  

(1) construct all correct readings.  

(2) block all incorrect readings. 

We do this by placing restrictions on anaphoric-marking, while maintaining the fundamental 

principles of pronoun-binding.   

6. Full-Stop Pronouns 

 By a full-stop pronoun we mean a pronoun that follows a full-stop,10 yet alludes to content 

prior to the full-stop.  For example, in  

15. there is a dog in the yard ; it is barking 

the antecedent clause expresses a complete-thought; we could stop there, saying nothing further.  

Nevertheless, we do say something further, using the pronoun ‘it’ to allude to prior content.    

 By way of implementing this idea in our semantics, we start by adding the following 

morpheme and associated semantic rendering. 

Full-stop (�) is a morpheme,  

whose semantic function is  

to force calculation to type-S (⇒S). 

The following derivation illustrates.  

16. there is exactly one dog in the yard  

there is exactly one dog –1 in the yard � 

λx.x0 �xDx λx.x-1 

�{ x0 × x-1 | Dx } λx0Yx 

�{ Yx × x-1 | Dx } ⇒S 

� 

This derivation does not complete, because the shaded item does not simplify to a sentence, because 

of the alpha-marker.11   

7. Postponed Alpha-Marking 

 To solve this problem, we first remove the pre-mature alpha-marker, then append a postponed 

alpha-marker, as follows. 

there is exactly one dog in the yard � –1 

λx.x0 �xDx 

�{ x0 | Dx } λx0Yx 

�{ Yx | Dx } ⇒S 

∃!x{ Dx & Yx } λx.x-1 

As rendered thus far, this derivation does not complete, since an alpha-marker does not apply to a 

sentence.  But we can convert the ∃! into a ∃ using first-order logic, then convert the ∃ into a Σ, using 

∃-Σ duality, then continue the derivation as follows.  

                                                 
10

 The terms ‘full stop’ in British English and ‘period’ in American English, are synonymous, both referring to a 

punctuation mark.  We propose to use the term ‘full stop’ to indicate a prosodic/semantic boundary, irrespective of 

how it is spelled.  In the examples we consider, the proper punctuation-mark is semi-colon. 
11

 Alpha-marking is marking using anaphoric indices [negative integers].  Unlike case-marking, alpha-marking has 

two forms, which are inverses of each other – one that marks the anaphoric phrase (e.g., pronoun), and one that marks 

the antecedent phrase.  Postponed alpha-marking pertains to the latter.   
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there is exactly one dog in the yard � –1 

λx.x0 �xDx 

�{ x0 | Dx } λx0Yx 

�{ Yx | Dx } ⇒S 

∃!x{ Dx & Yx }  

∃x{ (Dx & Yx)!x } 

Σx{ (Dx & Yx)!x } λx.x-1 

Σ{ x-1 | (Dx & Yx)!x } 

Finally, we can append the pronoun-clause as follows. 

there is exactly one dog in the yard � –1 (–1) it is barking 

Σ{ x-1 | [Dx & Yx]!x } λx-1Bx 

Σ{ Bx | (Dx & Yx)!x } 

∃x { (Dx & Yx)!x & Bx } 

∃x : x is the only dog in the yard, and x is barking 

! Exactly what we want ! 

 We can use this technique to analyze the other problematic examples. 

there are dogs in the yard ; they are barking 

only dogs are in the yard ; they are barking 

But we postpone this until we have developed some other machinery [Section 20]. 

 Before continuing, we note that employing full-stop blocks the following derivations. 

17. there is no dog in the yard ; it is barking 

there is no dog in the yard � –1 (–1) it is barking 

~∃x{Dx & Yx} λx.x-1 

� λx-1Bx 

� 

18. every dog is in the yard ; it is barking  

every dog is in the yard � –1 (–1) it is barking 

∀x{Dx → Yx} λx.x-1 

� λx-1Bx 

� 

The last result should be contrasted with the following, which does not contain a full-stop 

19. every dog is in the yard, and it is barking  

The latter can be profitably analyzed using early alpha-marking. 

every dog +1 –1 is in the yard and (–1) it is barking 

�{ x1 × x-1 | Dx } λx1Yx λQλP{P&Q} λx-1Bx 

�{ Yx × x-1 | Dx } λx-1 λP{P&Bx} 

�{ Yx × λP{P&Bx} | Dx } 

�{  Yx & Bx | Dx } 

∀x{ Dx →. Yx & Bx } 
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8. More Examples 

 Earlier we considered the following example, which involves a relative pronoun. 

20. every man owns exactly one dog , which is barking  

How does this compare with the following, in which the relative pronoun is replaced by a personal 

pronoun?  

21. every man owns exactly one dog ; it is barking  

Both are ambiguous as to QP-scope.  If ‘exactly…’ gains wide-scope, then we have the following 

derivation, which makes the sentence equivalent to the corresponding which-sentence. 

every man +1 owns exactly one-dog +2 � –1 (–1) it is barking 

λy2λx1Oxy �{ y2 | Dy } 

�{ x1 | Mx } �{ λx1Oxy | Dy } 

�{ �{ Oxy | Mx } | Dy } ⇒S 

∃!y{ Dy & ∀x{Mx → Oxy} } 

∃y : [Dy & ∀x{Mx → Oxy}]!y 

Σy : [Dy & ∀x{Mx → Oxy}]!y  λx.x-1 

Σ{ y-1 | [Dy & ∀x{Mx → Oxy}]!y } λx-1Bx 

Σ{ By | [Dy & ∀x{Mx → Oxy}]!y } 

∃y{ [Dy & ∀x{Mx → Oxy}]!y & By } 

∃y : y is the only dog that every man owns, and y is barking 

But if ‘every…’ gains wide-scope, which is the more natural reading, we cannot complete the 

derivation. 

‘every man’ wide 

every man +1 owns exactly one-dog +2 � –1 (–1) it is barking 

λy2λx1Oxy �{ y2 | Dy } 

�{ x1 | Mx } �{ λx1Oxy | Dy } 

�{ �{ Oxy | Dy } | Mx } ⇒S 

∀x{ Mx → ∃!y{Dy & Oxy}} λx.x-1 

� λx-1Bx 

� 

On the other hand, the corresponding which-sentence is OK, as seen earlier.   

 On yet another hand, the following paraphrase seems OK. 

22. every man owns exactly one dog , and it is barking 

every man +1 owns exactly one dog +2 –1 and (–1) it is barking 

λy2λx1Oxy �{ y2 | Dy } 

λx1 �{ Oxy | Dy } 

λx1 Σ{ y | Dy & Oxy } λy:y-1 

λx1 Σ{ y-1 | (Dy & Oxy)!y } λy-1 λP{P & By} 

�{ x1 | Mx } λx1 Σ{ λP{P & By} | (Dy & Oxy)!y } 

�{ Σ{ λP{P & By} | (Dy & Oxy)!y } | Mx } 

�{ Σ{ By | (Dy & Oxy)!y } | Mx } 

∀x{ Mx → ∃y{ (Dy & Oxy)!y & By } 

for any man x : ∃y : y is the only dog x owns and y is barking  
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This does not have a full-stop, so how do we prevent pre-mature alpha-marking, such as in the 

following analysis? 

every man +1 owns exactly one dog +2 –1 and (–1) it is barking 

λy2λx1Oxy �{ y2 × y-1 | Dy } 

�{ x1 | Mx } �{ λx1Oxy × y-1 | Dy } 

�{ �{ Oxy × y-1 | Dy } | Mx } λy-1 λP{P & By} 

�{ �{ Oxy × λP{P & By} | Dy } | Mx } 

�{ �{Oxy & By | Dy} | Mx } 

∀x{ Mx → ∃!y{Dy & Oxy & By} } 

every man owns exactly one barking dog 

! wrong reading ! 

9. Restricted Alpha-Marking 

 The full-stop mechanism blocks many counter-examples, but it does not block all counter-

examples.  In order to do the latter, we additionally restrict alpha-marking, as follows.12 

Alpha-marking only applies to simple NPs. 

What counts as a simple NP?  The tentative answer is simply to list the exceptions, which at the 

moment include only the following. 

Non-Simple NPs 

1. exactly-N C N = 1,2,3,… ; C a common-noun-phrase 

2. at-most-N C 

3. only C 

So the analysis above is blocked, by prohibiting the application of –1 to ‘exactly one dog’.  

10. E-Type Pronouns 

 Earlier approaches to problematic binding appeals to E-type pronouns, originally introduced 

by Gareth Evans (1977).  Briefly, an E-type pronoun is a disguised-description, which is to say a 

pronoun that semantically acts as a definite-description.13  This proposal seems intuitively promising, 

since many sentences involving pronouns can be paraphrased quite naturally using definite 

descriptions.  For example, the following pairs seem to be equivalent. 

23. a dog is happy if and only if it is well-fed. 

a dog is happy if and only if the dog is well-fed 

24. if a man owns a dog, then he feeds it 

if a man owns a dog, then the man feeds the dog 

 However, as explained in Chapter 12 [Definite Descriptions], these sentences should be 

distinguished from very similar-looking sentences that demand a standard reading of ‘the’.  For 

example,  

                                                 
12

 As it turns out, most counter-examples can be blocked simply by appealing to the new alpha-marking restriction;  

other counter-examples, however, can only be blocked by the full-stop principle. 
13

 The theoretical question then is which pronouns, if any, are E-type pronouns.   
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25. a dog is happy if and only if the alpha-dog is well-fed 

26. if a man owns a dog, then the alpha-man is happy 

are quite different semantically from 23 and 24.  Whereas 25 and 26 involve genuine definite-

descriptions, 23 and 24 involve anaphoric definite-descriptions, and so beg the question whether 

they are E-type pronouns.14 

 Another question concerning the generality of the E-type approach arises in examples such as: 

27. there is a dog in the yard ; it is barking 

In particular, this is not truth-conditionally equivalent to the corresponding sentence in which the 

pronoun ‘it’ is replaced by the proposed description. 

28. there is a dog in the yard ; the dog in the yard is barking 

Whereas 28 claims there is exactly one dog in the yard, 27 does not make this claim. 

 On the other hand, an E-type analysis works quite well with plural pronouns, and sentences 

that impute uniqueness or exclusiveness.  For example, the following are equivalent. 

29. there is [exactly | only] one dog in the yard ; it is barking 

there is [exactly | only] one dog in the yard ; the dog in the yard is barking 

30. only dogs are in the yard ; they are barking 

only dogs are in the yard ; the dogs in the yard are barking 

31. there are dogs in the yard ; they are barking 

there are dogs in the yard ; the dogs in the yard are barking 

 However, even if we pursue an E-type account of examples like these, we must still 

accomplish two vital semantic tasks.   

(1) We must explain exactly how the implicit descriptive-content is extracted.  It's one thing 

for a fluent English speaker to discern the descriptive-content implicit in an antecedent 

clause.  It's quite another for a semanticist to construct a semantic algorithm that extracts 

this content.   

(2) We must explain exactly how this descriptive-content gets attached to its pronoun. 

 According to our account, the descriptive-content emerges quite naturally, and moreover gets 

attached to its pronoun by standard pronoun-binding.  Consider the following derivation. 

there is exactly one dog in the yard ; it is barking 

there is exactly one dog in the yard –1 (–1) it is barking 

�{ Yx | Dx } 

∃!x{ Dx & Yx }  

∃x{ (Dx & Yx)!x } 

Σx{ (Dx & Yx)!x } λx.x-1 

Σ{ x-1 | (Dx & Yx)!x } λx-1 Bx 

Σ{ Bx | (Dx & Yx)!x } 

∃x{ (Dx & Yx)!x & Bx } 

there is something that is the only dog in the yard and is barking 

First notice that the final formula is the Russell-formulation of: 

the dog in the yard is barking 

which arises from the shaded entry, which recapitulates our account of: 

the dog in the yard 

Notice further that the latter expression binds ‘it’ by standard pronoun-binding,15 which is precisely 

how ‘it’ comes to mean “the dog in the yard”.   

                                                 
14

 In other words, we take the opposite viewpoint.  The pronouns in these examples are not disguised definite 

descriptions; rather the definite descriptions are disguised anaphoric pronouns! 
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11. Iota-Extraction 

 In order to make the descriptions even more explicit, by employing iota-phrases,16 we redo the 

examples above, this time adding an extra twist. 

there is exactly one dog in the yard ; it is barking 

there is exactly one dog in the yard –1 (–1) it is barking 

Σx{ (Dx & Yx)!x } 

� Σ{ �x(Dx & Yx)  |  ∃!x(Dx & Yx) } λx.x-1 

Σ{ �x(Dx & Yx)-1 | ∃!x(Dx & Yx) } λx-1 Bx 

Σ{ B[�x(Dx & Yx) | ∃!x(Dx & Yx) } 

① ∃!x(Dx & Yx) & B[�x(Dx & Yx)] 

there is exactly one dog in the yard,  

and the dog in the yard is barking 

① a "degenerate" application of Σ-simplification; no variables are free. 

Note in particular that the maneuver marked ‘�’ appeals to a new rule, formalized as follows.17  

Iota-Extraction 

Σ{ …ν… | …Φ!ν… } ⊢ Σ{ …�νΦ… | ∃ν[…Φ!ν…] } 

 The iota-extraction maneuver employed above shows how our account theoretically 

underwrites (explains!) the E-type analysis of this sentence, which is summarized as follows. 

The antecedent clause contains an implicit definite-description, 

which moreover can be systematically extracted,  

and which moreover binds the pronoun. 

 Since our test case is fairly simple, in the next few sections we consider more-complex 

examples, in order to demonstrate in greater detail how our account of E-type pronouns is 

implemented. 

12. Donkey Pronouns 

 E-Type pronouns are often18 mentioned in connection with another class of problematic 

pronouns, known as "donkey pronouns" – so called because the earliest examples concerned 

donkeys, such as the following.19 

32. every man who owns a donkey beats it 

We prefer kinder and gentler examples, and dogs, so we offer the following substitute. 

33. every man who owns a dog feeds it 

 We have already provided a successful account of this example in Chapter 9 [Indefinite Noun 

Phrases], which we briefly recite here. 

                                                                                                                                                                                               
15

 In particular, the antecedent-phrase and the pronoun are marked by complementary alpha-markers.  The antecedent-

phrase then binds the pronoun by filling the alpha-role created by that pronoun, where role-filling is accomplished by 

function-application.   
16

 This forces the definite-description to have an entity-type, which is consonant with the E-type approach.  There are 

numerous hypotheses about what ‘E’ refers to in ‘E-type’.  One is ‘Evans’; another is ‘entity’, which accords with 

Montague's original typology, according to which type-e is the type of entities (our type D). 
17

 See Appendix for more details.  In the simplest cases, ∃ν[…Φ!ν…] reduces to ∃!νΦ. 
18

 For example, Heim (1990). 
19

 Geach, P. T. (1962), p. 143. 
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34. every man who owns a dog feeds it 

every man who +1 owns a dog +2 –1 +1 feeds (–1) it 

λy2λx1Oxy Σ{ y2 × y-1 | Dy } 

λx0:x1 Σ{ λx1Oxy × y-1 | Dy } 

λx0Mx Σ{ λx0Oxy × y-1 | Dy } 

Σ�� 

Σ{ λx0(Mx & Oxy) × y-1 | Dy } 

Σ{ Σx(Mx & Oxy) × y-1 | Dy } 

� Σ{ x × y-1 | Mx & Dy & Oxy } 

�{ x × y-1 | Mx & Dy & Oxy } λx.x1 

�{ x1 × y-1 | Mx & Dy & Oxy } λy-1λx1Fxy 

�{ Fxy | Mx & Dy & Oxy } 

∀x∀y{ Mx & Dy & Oxy .→ Fxy } 

� a combination of distribution and association; see Appendix.  

Note carefully that the semantic rendering of ‘every’ is greatly expanded, as follows. 

every   ΣD* � �D* ΣαΦ � �αΦ abbr: Σ�� 

ΣαΦ is any state-of-affairs. 

A state-of-affairs is an item of the form 

 Σ{ α | Φ } 

where α is a sequence of D-terms,  

with or without case-markers,  

and Φ is a formula. 

13. Donk-E Sentences 

 If we combine donkey sentences with E-type sentences, we obtain "Donk-E" sentences, such 

as the following. 

35. every man who owns exactly one dog feeds it 

This cannot be properly analyzed if we treat ‘it’ as bound by ‘exactly one dog’.  On the other hand, 

an E-type analysis of ‘it’ looks promising, since the following is equivalent. 

36. every man who owns exactly one dog feeds the dog he owns 

But we still have to show exactly how the description is extracted from the antecedent clause and 

replaces ‘it’.  In the following, we pursue our basic technique, and then redo the derivation using 

iota-extraction.  Note that this derivation is more complicated that the previous one because the 

alpha-marker cannot be applied to ‘exactly one dog’, but must be deferred.  Along the way we also 

introduce some new semantic machinery. 
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every man who +1 owns exactly one dog +2 � +1 ⊗ –1 feeds (–1) it 

λy2λx1Oxy �{ y2 | Dy } 

λx0:x1 

λx1 �{ Oxy | Dy } 

λx1 ∃!y{Dy & Oxy} 

λx0Mx λx0 ∃!y{Dy & Oxy} 

Σ�� 

λx0{ Mx & ∃!y(Dy & Oxy) } 

∃x{ Mx & ∃!y(Dy & Oxy) } 

∃x∃y{ Mx & (Dy & Oxy)!y }  

� Σ{ x ⊗ y | Mx & (Dy & Oxy)!y } 

�{ x ⊗ y | Mx & (Dy & Oxy)!y } λx.x1 ⊗ λy.y-1 

� �{ x1 ⊗ y-1 | Mx & (Dy & Oxy)!y } λy-1λx1Fxy 

�{ Fxy | Mx & (Dy & Oxy)!y } 

∀x∀y{ Mx & (Dy & Oxy)!y .→ Fxy } 

∀x∀y : is x is a man, and y is the only dog x owns, then x feeds y 

This derivation introduces some new semantic machinery. 

� α⊗β is an ordered-pair.20 

more generally, we have sequences α⊗β⊗γ, α⊗β⊗γ⊗δ, etc. 

� ∃-Σ duality is generalized to sequences; for example, 

∃x∃yFxy // Σ{x⊗y | Fxy} 

� Parallel composition: sequences combine piecewise; for example,  

[F⊗G]〈α⊗β〉 = F(α)⊗G(β) 

iota-extraction: 

every man who +1 owns exactly one dog +2 +1 ⊗ –1 feeds (–1) it 

λx0Mx λx0:x1 λy2λx1Oxy �{ y2 | Dy } 

Σ�� 

Σ{ x ⊗ y | Mx & (Dy & Oxy)!y } 

� Σ{ x ⊗ �y(Dy & Oxy) | Mx & ∃!y(Dy & Oxy) } 

�{ x ⊗ �y(Dy & Oxy) | Mx & ∃!y(Dy & Oxy) } λx:x1 ⊗ λy:y-1 

�{ x1 ⊗ �y(Dy & Oxy)-1 | Mx & ∃!y(Dy & Oxy) } λy-1λx1Fxy 

�{ F[x, �y(Dy & Oxy)] | Mx & ∃!y(Dy & Oxy) } 

∀x{ Mx & ∃!y(Dy & Oxy) .→ F[x, �y(Dy & Oxy)] } 

every man who owns exactly one dog feeds the dog he owns 

 Next, we observe that, if we replace ‘exactly one’ by ‘every’ or ‘no’, we have derivations that 

do not complete, since no suitable phrase is accessible to the alpha-marker. 

37. every man who owns every dog feeds it 

every man who owns every dog +1 ⊗ –1 feeds (–1) it 

Σ�� Σ{ x | Mx & ∀y{Dy → Oxy} } 

�{ x | Mx & ∀y{Dy → Oxy} } λx:x1 ⊗ λy:y-1 

� λy-1λx1Fxy 

� 

 

 

                                                 
20

 Whereas α×β is an un-ordered-pair.  ‘⊗’ is an ‘×’ plus a circle, which we can understand as the letter ‘O’, which 

is short for ‘ordered’. 
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38. every man who owns no dog feeds it 

every man who owns no dog +1 ⊗ –1 feeds (–1) it 

Σ�� Σ{ x | Mx & ~∃y{Dy & Oxy} } 

�{ x | Mx & ~∃y{Dy & Oxy} } λx:x1 ⊗ λy:y-1 

� λy-1λx1Fxy 

� 

14. Multiple Iota-Extractions 

 So far, we have been able to methodically extract the descriptive-content, the key being the 

following type-logical maneuver [in simplified form]. 

Σ{ …ν… | …Φ!ν… }   ⊢ Σ{ …�νΦ… | …∃!νΦ… } 

As examples get more complicated, the extraction gets more difficult, since in particular this 

maneuver can be repeatedly applied.   

 By way of illustrating multiple extraction, we consider the following example. 

39. exactly one man owns exactly one dog ; he feeds it 

The foremost problem with this example is that the antecedent clause is three-way ambiguous, 

depending on whether the scope is serial (two readings) or parallel (one reading).   

 In the following, we do each scope-reading, first employing the basic account, then applying 

the iota-extraction maneuver [in digest form]. 

first QP wide 

exactly one man +1  owns exactly one dog +2 –1 ⊗ –2 (–1) he feeds (−2) it 

λy2λx1Oxy �{ y2 | Dy } 

�{ x1 | Mx } �{ λx1Oxy | Dy } 

�{ �{ Oxy | Dy } | Mx } 

∃!x{ Mx & ∃!y(Dy & Oxy) } 

∃x∃y{ [Mx & ∃!z(Dz & Oxz)]!x & (Dy & Oxy)!y } 

Σ{ x ⊗ y | [Mx & ∃!z(Dz & Oxz)]!x & (Dy & Oxy)!y } λx:x-1 ⊗ λy:y-2 

Σ{ x-1 ⊗ y-2 | [Mx & ∃!z(Dz & Oxz)]!x & (Dy & Oxy)!y } λy-2λx-1Fxy 

Σ{ Fxy | [Mx & ∃!z(Dz & Oxz)]!x & (Dy & Oxy)!y } 

∃x∃y{ [Mx & ∃!z(Dz & Oxz)]!x & (Dy & Oxy)!y & Fxy } 

∃x∃y : x is the only man who owns exactly one dog,  

and y is the only dog x owns, and x feeds y  

iota-extraction: 

x ⊗ y  

[Mx & ∃!z(Dz & Oxz)]!x & (Dy & Oxy)!y 

x ⊗ �y(Dy & Oxy)  

[Mx & ∃!z(Dz & Oxz)]!x & ∃!y(Dy & Oxy) 

�x{Mx & ∃!z(Dz & Oxz)} ⊗ �y{Dy & O[�x{Mx & ∃!z(Dz & Oxz)},y]} 

 ∃x{ [Mx & ∃!z(Dz & Oxz)]!x & ∃!y(Dy & Oxy) } 

≡ ∃!x[ Mx & ∃!y(Dy & Oxy) ] 

he = the man who owns exactly one dog 

it = the dog owned by the man who owns exactly one dog 

there is exactly one man who owns exactly one dog, and  

the man who owns exactly one dog feeds  

the dog owned by the man who owns exactly one dog 
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second QP wide 

exactly one man +1  owns exactly one dog +2 –1 ⊗ –2 (–1) he feeds (−2) it 

λy2λx1Oxy �{ y2 | Dy } 

�{ x1 | Mx } �{ λx1Oxy | Dy } 

�{ �{ Oxy | Dy } | Mx } 

∃!y{ Dy & ∃!x(Mx & Oxy) } 

∃x∃y{ [Dy & ∃!z(Mz & Ozy)]!y & (Mx & Oxy)!x } 

Σ{ x ⊗ y | [Dy & ∃!z(Mz & Ozy)]!y & (Mx & Oxy)!x } λx:x-1 ⊗ λy:y-2 

Σ{ x-1 ⊗ y-2 | [Dy & ∃!z(Mz & Ozy)]!y & (Mx & Oxy)!x } λy-2λx-1Fxy 

Σ{ Fxy | {Dy & ∃!z(Mz & Ozy)]!y & (Mx & Oxy)!x } 

∃x∃y{ [Dy & ∃!z(Mz & Ozy)]!y & (Mx & Oxy)!x } & Fxy } 

∃xy : y is the only dog that exactly one man owns,  

and x is the only man who owns y, and x feeds y 

iota-extraction: 

x ⊗ y  

[Dy & ∃!z(Mz & Ozy)]!y & (Mx & Oxy)!x 

x ⊗ �y(Dy & Oxy)  

[Dy & ∃!z(Mz & Ozy)]!y & ∃!x(Mx & Oxy) 

�x{Mx & O[x, �y[Dy & ∃!z(Mz & Ozy)]]} ⊗ �y[Dy & ∃!z(Mz & Ozy)] 

∃y{ [Dy & ∃!z(Mz & Ozy)]!y & ∃!x(Mx & Oxy) } 

≡ ∃!y[ Dy & ∃!x(Mx & Oxy) ] 

he = the man who owns the dog owned by exactly one man 

it = the dog owned by exactly one man 

there is exactly one dog that is owned by exactly one man,  

and the man who owns the dog owned by exactly one man  

feeds the dog owned by exactly one man 

parallel scope 

exactly one man +1  owns exactly one dog +2 –1 ⊗ –2 (–1) he feeds (−2) it 

λy2λx1Oxy �{ y2 | Dy } 

�{ x1 | Mx } �{ λx1Oxy | Dy } 

�{ Oxy | Mx & Dy } 

∃!xy{Mx & Dy & Oxy} 

∃xy[ (Mx & Dy & Oxy)!xy ] 

Ⓤ ∃x∃y{ [Mx & ∃y(Dy & Oxy)]!x & [Dy & ∃x(Mx& Oxy)]!y } 

Σ{ x ⊗ y | [Mx & ∃y(Dy & Oxy)]!x & [Dy & ∃x(Mx& Oxy)]!y } 

λx:x-1  

⊗  

λy:y-2 

Σ{ x-1 ⊗ y-2 | [Mx & ∃y(Dy & Oxy)]!x & [Dy & ∃x(Mx& Oxy)]!y } λy-2λx-1Fxy 

Σ{ Fxy | [Mx & ∃y(Dy & Oxy)]!x & [Dy & ∃x(Mx& Oxy)]!y } 

∃x∃y{ [Mx & ∃y(Dy & Oxy)]!x & [Dy & ∃x(Mx& Oxy)]!y & Fxy } 

∃xy : x is the only man who owns a dog, and y is the only dog owned by a man, and x feeds y 

Ⓤ marks an equivalence based on definition of the !-operator (uniqueness). 
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iota-extraction: 

x ⊗ y  

[Mx & ∃y(Dy & Oxy)]!x & [Dy & ∃x(Mx& Oxy)]!y 

 �x[Mx & ∃y(Dy & Oxy)] ⊗ y 

∃!x[Mx & ∃y(Dy & Oxy)] & [Dy & ∃x(Mx& Oxy)]!y 

�x[Mx & ∃y(Dy & Oxy)] ⊗ �y[Dy & ∃x(Mx& Oxy)] 

∃!x[Mx & ∃y(Dy & Oxy)] & ∃!y[Dy & ∃x(Mx& Oxy)] 

he = the man who owns a dog 

it = the dog owned by a man 

there is exactly one man who owns a dog, 

and there is exactly one dog owned by a man, 

and the man who owns a dog  

feeds the dog owned by a man 

15. Donkey Genitives; One More Restriction  

 Recall the original donkey-sentence, in its kinder and gentler guise. 

40. every man who owns a dog feeds it 

The following is a grammatical variant.21 

41. every owner of a dog feeds it 

Whereas ‘own’ is a transitive-verb, ‘owner’ is a genitive-noun, the two being allomorphs 

categorially rendered as follows. 

own D2�D1�S λy2λx1Oxy 

owner D6�D0�S λy6λx0Oxy 

The following is our proposed analysis.22 

every owner of a dog  –1 +1 feeds (–1) it 

λy.y6 ΣyDy λy:y-1 

λy6 ΣxOxy Σ{ y6 × y-1 | Dy } 

Σ�� 

Σ{ ΣxOxy × y-1 | Dy } 

� Σ{ x × y-1 | Dy & Oxy } 

�{ x × y-1 | Dy & Oxy } λx:x1 

�{ x1 × y-1 | Dy & Oxy } λy-1λx1Fxy 

�{ Fxy | Dy & Oxy } 

∀x∀y{ Dy & Oxy .→ Fxy } 

every owner of every dog feeds it 

� distribution plus association 

 We can also replace ‘owner of a dog’ with ‘dog's owner’, and get a largely equivalent 

sentence. 

42. every dog's owner feeds it 

Since ‘owner’ leans toward a definite reading, let us replace this with an alternative in which the 

genitive-noun doesn't lean quite so heavily toward a definite reading. 

43. every man's brother respects him 

                                                 
21

 Whereas the original presumes the owner is a man, the variant does not. 
22

 Note that this does not presume that a dog has exactly one owner.  That would be conveyed by adding the DEF 

morpheme after ‘owner’, in which case we end up with the same derivation except that ‘O’ is replaced by ‘O!’. 
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The latter admits a derivation very much like the previous one. 

every man 's –1 brother +1 respects (–1) him 

ΣxMx λx.x6 λx.x-1 

Σ{ x6 × x-1 | Mx } λx6 ΣyByx 

Σ�� 

Σ{ ΣyByx × x-1 | Mx } 

Σ{ y × x-1 | Mx & Byx } 

�{ y × x-1 | Mx & Byx } λx.x1 

�{ y1 × x-1 | Mx & Byx } λy-1λx1Rxy 

�{ Ryx | Mx & Byx } 

∀x∀y{ Mx & Byx .→ Ryx } 

every man is respected by every brother of his 

 Unfortunately, it also admits the following derivation.23 

every man 's –1 brother +1 respects (–1) him 

Σ�� ΣxMx 

�xMx λx.x6 λx.x-1 

�{ x6 × x-1 | Mx } λx6 ΣyByx 

�{ ΣyByx × x-1 | Mx } λx.x1 

�{ Σ{ y1 | Byx } × x-1 | Mx } λx-1λy1Ryx 

�{ Σ{ y1 | Byx } × λy1Ryx | Mx } 

�{ Σ{Ryx | Byx} | Mx } 

∀x{ Mx → ∃y(Byx & Ryx) } 

every man is respected by some brother of his 

� 

This reading seems implausible.  By way of blocking it, we propose the following rule.  

The scope of a quantifier must go at least to its maximal theta-marker. 

The maximal theta-marker of a phrase is the theta-marker attached to the maximal-NP that contains 

that phrase.  For example, in the previous derivation, the maximal theta-marker of ‘every’ is +1, but 

its scope only goes to +6. 

 The following example is very similar 

44.  Jay respects every man's brother 

If the scope of ‘every’ is ‘man’, we have an inadmissible reading. 

                                                 
23

 Indeed, this is mandatory according to our original account of ‘every’. 
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Jay +1 respects every man 's brother +2 

Σ�� ΣyMy 

�yMy λy.y6 

�{ y6 | My } λy6 ΣzBzy 

�{ ΣzBzy | My } λz.z2 

λz2λx1Rxz �{ Σ{ z2 | Bzy } | My } 

J1 �{ Σ{ λx1Rxz | Bzy } | My } 

�{ Σ{ RJz | Bzy } | My } 

∀y{ My → ∃z(Bzy & RJz) } 

Jay respects (some brother of) every man 

� 

But if the scope of ‘every’ is extended to +2, we have the following derivation. 

Jay +1 respects every man 's brother +2 

ΣyMy λy.y6 

Σ{ y6 | My } λy6 ΣxBxy 

Σ�� 

Σ{ ΣyBxy | My } 

Σ{ y | My & Bxy } 

�{ y | My & Bxy } λy.y2 

λy2λx1Rxy �{ y2 | My & Byx } 

J1 �{ λx1Rxy | My & Byx } 

�{ RJy | Mx & Byx } 

∀x∀y{ Mx & Byx .→ RJy} 

Jay respects every brother of every man 

16. Indefinite Oddities 

 Now, consider the following example. 

45. every man is respected by his brother 

every man +1 –1 is-respected 
24

 by (–1) his brother 

λy.y5 λz-1:z6 λz6 ΣyByz 

λy5λx1Ryx λz-1 Σ{ y5 | Byz } 

�{ x1 × x-1 | Mx } λz-1 λx1 Σ{ Ryx | Byz } 

�{ Σ{ Ryx | Byx } | Mx } 

∀x{ Mx → ∃y{Byx & Ryx} } 

every man is respected by some brother of his 

??? 

Notice that this derivation is not blocked by the theta-scope rule.  Also notice that we have no 

interpretive problem if we attach DEF to ‘brother’. 

                                                 
24

 This is computed from its parts [‘is’, ‘respect’, ‘ed’] in an earlier chapter; we simply substitute the result here. 
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every man +1 –1 is-respected by (–1) his brother DEF 

Σ�� ΣxMx λx.x1 λx.x-1 λy.y5 λz-1:z6 λz6 Σ{ y | B!yz } 

λy5λx1Ryx λz-1 Σ{ y5 | B!yz } 

�{ x1 × x-1 | Mx } λz-1 λx1 Σ{ Ryx | B!yz } 

�{ Σ{ Ryx | B!yx } | Mx } 

∀x{ Mx → ∃y{B!yx & Ryx} } 

every man is respected by his sole brother 

 Nevertheless, to see that the existential-reading is not insane, consider the following. 

46. every man is sitting next to his friend 

The following readings seem fairy plausible. 

every man is sitting next to his sole friend 

every man is sitting next to his most salient friend 

every man is sitting next to some friend of his 

But the following reading seems implausible.   

every man is sitting next to every friend of his 

This could get very crowded!  Speaking of potential crowds, consider the following example, 

47. every pharaoh married his sister25 

and the following non-genitive examples. 

48. every man knows a woman whom he admires 

every man is married to a woman whom he admires 

every man is sitting next to a woman whom he admires 

The existential-readings are plausible; the universal-readings are not. 

 But now consider the following  

49. every man respects a woman who can drive a stick-shift 26 

every man defers to a woman who can drive a stick-shift 

every man fears a woman who can drive a stick-shift 

Although these admit existential-readings, they are also naturally read as general statements, which 

accordingly contain a tacit determiner GEN, as in the following example derivation. 

every man +1 respects  [GEN] a woman who can drive a stick-shift +2 

Σ�Π Σ{ y2 | Wy } 

λy2λx1Rxy Π{ y2 | Wy } 

�{ x1 | Mx } Π{ λx1Rxy | Wy } 

Π{ �{ Rxy | Mx } | Wy } 

∀y{ Wy → ∀x{Mx → Rxy} } 

17. A Binding Oddity 

 Consider the following pair.   

50. no dog's owner beats it 

no dog-owner beats it [?] 

Although they are very similar in construction, the first binding works, but the second one doesn't.  

Similarly, in the following,27 

                                                 
25

 In some cases, a pharaoh married her brother; for example, Cleopatra VII married her brother Ptolemy XIII. 
26

 Inspired by the following bumper sticker: Real Chicks Drive Sticks! 
27

 Whereas a woman's lover is someone who loves that woman, a woman-lover is (most plausibly) someone who 

loves women in general. 
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51. no woman's lover beats her 

no woman-lover beats her [?]  

it seems that the first binding works, but not the second. 

 On the  other hand, the following seem OK.28 

52. no dog-lover beats them 

no woman-lover beats them 

 We propose that the most plausible account of the last two examples is that the pronouns are 

duplicative pro-CNPs, so they come by "pro-CNP-replacement" from the following.29 

53. no dog-lover beats dogs 

no woman-lover beats women 

 Now, if we attempt to do the semantic-trees for the following, 

54. no dog's owner beats it 

no dog-owner beats it  

we produce the following. 

no dog's owner –1 ⊗ +1 beats (–1) it +2 

Σ{ x6 | Dx } λx6 ΣyOyx 

Σ� 

Σ{ ΣyOyx | Dx } 

Σ{ x ⊗ y | Dx & Oxy } 

○{ x ⊗ y | Dx & Oxy } λx:x-1 ⊗ λx.x1 

○{ x-1 ⊗ y1 | Dx & Oxy } λy-1λx1Bxy 

{ Byx | Dx & Oxy } 

~∃x∃y{ Dx & Oyx & Bxy } 

no dog is beaten by any owner of it 

 

no dog owner –1 ⊗+1 beats (–1) it +2 

ΣxDx λx6 ΣyOyx 

Σ� � λx:x-1 ⊗ λx.x1 λy-1λx1Bxy 

� 

                                                 
28

 Whereas a dog-lover is (most plausibly) someone who loves dogs in general, a dog-owner is (most plausibly) 

someone who owns at least one dog. 
29

 Pronoun-Replacement is an heuristic short-hand of describing an application of the duplicative-pronoun method. 
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18. More Complications with Donkey-Sentences; Sigma-Extraction 

 The usual semantics of donkey-sentences produces sentences with wide-scope universal 

quantifiers.  However, this approach does not always produce satisfactory results, as seen in the 

following example.30 

55. every owner of a tractor drives it to church 

every owner of a tractor –1 +1 drives (–1) it to church 

λy6ΣxOxy Σ{ y6 × y-1 | Ty } 

Σ�� 

Σ{ ΣxOxy × y-1 | Ty } 

Σ{ x × y-1 | Ty & Oxy } 

�{ x × y-1 | Ty & Oxy } λx.x1 

�{ x1 × y-1 | Ty & Oxy } λy-1λx1Dxy 

�{ Dxy | Ty & Oxy } 

∀x∀y{ Ty & Oxy .→ Dxy } 

??? every tractor-owner drives every tractor s/he owns to church ??? 

 We also might understand this sentences as employing ‘it’ as a duplicative pro-NP, in which 

case we obtain the following derivation. 

56. every owner of a tractor drives it to church 

every owner of 

� 

a tractor +1 drives … to church 

� 

it +2 

λy:y6 ΣyTy ΣyTy λy.y2 

λy6ΣxOxy Σ{ y6 | Ty } λy2λx1Dxy Σ{ y2 | Ty } 

Σ�� 

Σ{ ΣxOxy | Ty } 

Σ{ x | ∃y(Ty & Oxy) } λx:x1 

�{ x1 | ∃y(Ty & Oxy) } Σ{ λx1Dxy | Ty } 

�{ Σ{Dxy | Ty}  | ∃y(Ty & Oxy) } 

∀x{ ∃y(Ty & Oxy) → ∃y(Ty & Dxy) } 

? every tractor-owner drives a tractor to church ? 

This is better than the previous reading, but it is not completely satisfactory, since on this reading  

the tractor the tractor-owner drives to church need not be a tractor s/he owns. 

 In order to deal with this example, we introduce yet another extraction technique, which is a 

generalization of iota-extraction.31 

Sigma-Extraction 

Σ{ …ν… | …Φ… }   ⊢ Σ{ …ΣνΦ… | …∃νΦ… } 

Φ is a formula; ν is a D-variable. 

Examples: 

Σ{ x | Fx }  ⇒   Σ{ ΣxFx | ∃xFx } 

Σ{ x × y | Ryz }  ⇒   Σ{ x × ΣyRyz) | ∃yRyz } 

With this semantic maneuver in hand, we can produce a reading that is more satisfactory, as follows. 

                                                 
30

 +++source?+++ 
31

 Iota-extraction is a special case of sigma-extraction, since �νΦ = Σν[Φ!ν]. 
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57. every owner of a tractor drives it to church 

every owner of a tractor +1 ⊗ –1 drives (–1) it to church 

λy:y6 ΣyTy 

λy6ΣxOxy Σ{ x6 | Ty } 

Σ�� 

Σ{ ΣxOxy | Ty } 

Σ{ x⊗y | Ty & Oxy } 

 Ⓢ Σ{ x ⊗ Σy(Ty & Oxy) | ∃y(Ty & Oxy) } λx:x1 ⊗ λy:y-1 

�{ x1 ⊗ Σ{ y-1 | Ty & Oxy } | ∃y(Ty & Oxy) } λy-1λx1Dxy 

�{ Σ{ Dxy | Ty & Oxy } | ∃y(Ty & Oxy) } 

∀x{ ∃y(Ty & Oxy) → ∃y(Ty & Oxy & Dxy) } 

every one who owns a tractor drives a tractor s/he owns to church 

19. Multiple Sigma-Extraction 

 To paraphrase Spiderman's motto, with great power comes great danger.  For semanticists, the 

danger of great power is over-generation.  The latter issue arises in the following derivation. 

every owner of a tractor +1 ⊗ –1 drives (–1) it to church 

λy:y6 ΣyTy 

λy6ΣxOxy Σ{ x6 | Ty } 

Σ�� 

Σ{ ΣxOxy | Ty } 

Σ{ x⊗y | Ty & Oxy } 

 Ⓢ Σ{ ΣxOxy ⊗ y | Ty & ∃xOxy } λx.x1 ⊗ λy.y-1 

θ �{ Σ{x1 | Oxy} ⊗ y-1 | Ty & ∃xOxy } λy-1λx1Dxy 

�{ Σ{Dxy | Oxy} | Ty & ∃xOxy } 

∀y{ Ty & ∃xOxy .→ ∃x(Oxy & Dxy) } 

every tractor owned by someone is driven to church by some owner 

� 

This reading is completely implausible; it gets the scopes completely mangled!  By way of correcting 

this problem, we impose the following restriction on sigma-extraction. 

A theta-marker cannot attach to a sigma-extracted phrase. 

For example, in the above example, the composition marked ‘θ’ is a no-go, since +1 cannot apply to 

ΣxOxy, since the latter results from sigma-extraction. 

20. Using Sigma-Extraction with Plural Examples 

 Earlier (Section 6), we promised to redo the problematic plural examples.  Here they are. 

58. there are dogs in the yard ; they are barking 

there are dogs in the yard � –1 (–1) they are barking 

∃x{Dx & Yx} 

Σx{Dx & Yx} 

Ⓢ Σ{ Σx(Dx & Yx) | ∃x(Dx & Yx) } 

Ⓟ Σ{ �x(Dx & Yx) | ∃x(Dx & Yx) } λx.x-1 

Σ{  �x(Dx & Yx)-1 | ∃x(Dx & Yx) } λx-1Bx 

Σ{ B[�x(Dx & Yx) | ∃x(Dx & Yx) } 

∃x(Dx & Yx) & B[�x(Dx & Yx)] 

there are dogs in the yard,  

and the dogs in the yard are barking 

Ⓢ sigma-extraction. 
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Ⓟ for plurals, ΣνΦ = �νΦ. 

59. only dogs are in the yard ; they are barking 

only dogs +1 are in the yard � –1 ; (–1) they are barking 

λP0{P0 ∧ {Q0 | Q⊥P} D0 

D0 ∧ {Q0 | Q⊥D} 

ΣxDx ∧ ○{ΣxQx | Q⊥D} λx:x1 

Σ{ x1 | Dx } ∧ ○{ Σ{x1 | Qx} | Q⊥D } λx1Yx 

Σ{ Yx | Dx } ∧ ○{ Σ{Yx | Qx} | Q⊥D } ⇒S 

∃x{ Dx & Yx } & ~∃x{~Dx & Yx} 

� ∃x{ Dx & Yx } × ~∃x{~Dx & Yx} 

Σx{ Dx & Yx } × ~∃x{~Dx & Yx} 

Ⓢ Σ{ Σx(Dx & Yx) | ∃x(Dx & Yx) } × ~∃x{~Dx & Yx} 

Ⓟ Σ{ �x(Dx & Yx) | ∃x(Dx & Yx) } × ~∃x{~Dx & Yx} λx.x-1 

Σ{ �x(Dx & Yx)-1 | ∃x(Dx & Yx) } × ~∃x{~Dx & Yx}   λx-1 Bx 

Σ{ B[�x(Dx & Yx)] | ∃x(Dx & Yx) } × ~∃x{~Dx & Yx} 

∃x(Dx & Yx) & B[�x(Dx & Yx)] & ~∃x{~Dx & Yx} 

there are dogs in the yard, and the dogs in the yard are barking,  

and no non-dogs are in the yard 

� This employs a new rule – the converse of ×-simplification.
32

 

 

                                                 
32

 The rule is needed when dealing with conjunctions such as (∃xFx & P).  If we apply ∃Σ-duality to the sub-formula 

∃xFx, the result is (ΣxFx & P), which is not well formed, since ΣxFx is not a formula.  So we must first convert 

(∃xFx & P) to (∃xFx × P), then apply ∃Σ-duality to get (ΣxFx × P), which is well-formed. 


